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In the context of a disposal facility for radioactive waste in clayey geological formation, an important
modelling effort has been carried out in order to predict the time evolution of interacting cement based
(concrete or cement) and clay (argillites and bentonite) materials (e.g. Gaucher and Blanc, 2006). The high
number of modelling input parameters associated with non negligible uncertainties makes often difficult
the interpretation of modelling results. As a consequence, it is necessary to carry out sensitivity analysis
on main modelling parameters. In a recent study, Marty et al. (2009) could demonstrate that numerical
mesh refinement and consideration of dissolution/precipitation kinetics have a marked effect on (i) the time
necessary to numerically clog the initial porosity and (ii) on the final mineral assemblage at the interface.
On the contrary, these input parameters have little effect on the extension of the alkaline pH plume. In the
present study, we propose to investigate the effects of the considered initial mineralogy on the principal
simulation outputs: (1) the extension of the high pH plume, (2) the time to clog the porosity and (3) the
alteration front in the clay barrier (extension and nature of mineralogy changes). This was done through
sensitivity analysis on both concrete composition and clay mineralogical assemblies since in most
published studies, authors considered either only one composition per materials or simplified mineralogy
in order to facilitate or to reduce their calculation times.

1D Cartesian reactive transport models were run in order to point out the importance of (1) the crystallinity
of concrete phases, (2) the type of clayey materials and (3) the choice of secondary phases that are allowed
to precipitate during calculations. Two concrete materials with either nanocrystalline or crystalline phases
(Blanc et al., 2009) were simulated in contact with two clayey materials (smectite MX80 or Callovo-
Oxfordian argillites). Both young alkaline-rich concrete (pH = 13.5) and aged concrete (pH = 12.5) were
also tested. Simulations were run with PHREEQC 1D (Parkhurst and Appelo, 1999) at 25°C and at
thermodynamic equilibrium. Diffusion of solutes in the porewater of the solid media was considered to be
the dominant transport process. The heterogeneous hydraulic properties of both media (porosity and
diffusion) are taken into account using the “MIX” option of PHREEQC.

Simulations of interactions between concrete, with either nanocrystalline or crystalline phases, and clayey
materials all led to a clogging of the porosity. The clogging times, estimated without taking into account
any feedback on diffusive transport parameters, are of the same order of magnitude (from 2,700 to
20,000 years). The reaction pathways and the extent of the mineralogical transformations were very slightly
different when crystalline vs. nanocrystalline materials were considered within the same system (e.g.
MX80 – concrete). However, the location of the porosity clogging depended on the considered nature of
concrete: all simulations performed with young high pH concrete led to clogging in the concrete part of
the system while simulations performed with aged concrete led to clogging in the concrete material only
when nanocrystallized material was considered. Otherwise, porosity was clogged in the clay materials
(Figure 1). Significant extents of mineralogical transformations were always limited to less than one meter.
The computed extensions of the alkaline pH plumes showed almost no difference.

To complete the sensitivity analysis, some calculations were performed with a retroaction law of the
porosity clogging on the transport parameters (diffusion coefficients) which are presented in Claret et al.,
2009, this issue. The effect of mineral dissolution/precipitation under kinetic constraints rather than local
equilibrium is the subject of further investigations.
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Figure 1: Mineralogical evolutions at the concrete/Mx80 interface modelled with PHREEQC.


